Prime Minister Rexhepi back from two days visit in Brussels

ESI initiative for Mitrovica deserves inquiry, but not immediate approval, says Rexhepi

ESI initiative has many positive things says Rexhepi, but there are some things that we don’t like, it has to be analyzed by the institutions and not immediately to be accepted.

PM Rexhepi yesterday came back from a two days visit in Brussels, were he met the president of European Commissions, Romano Prodi. He also participated in the second meeting that was organized by (ESI) European Stability Initiative the NGO, who offered the project for solving the Mitrovica problem.

PM Rexhepi said that Prodi promised his personal engagement to encourage the European Bank for Reconstruction and Investment Bank to support Kosovo, which can also encourage foreign investors to invest in our country.

Prodi, said Rexhepi, is committed to encourage the company “Kos-Industry” from Italy to invest in Kosovo and in the region. Later the PM evaluated as a positive step the conference by the European Stability Initiative regarding the initiative for solving the Mitrovica problem, but however that may be this initiative needs inquiry and not immediate approval.

“It was a good presentation and an initiative which even if it receives international support needs to be inquired seriously” said Rexhepi. This initiative, he said has many positive aspects but there are some things that we don’t like, and it has to be analyzed by the institutions and not immediately accepted. According to PM Rexhepi, there is attention in Brussels for solving the Mitrovica problem, a problem that exists since the international administration has been set up, and this town was divided in two parts.